
Live – Remote Beginning 
Leader Accelerated Success 
Training (BLAST) for Cub 
Scout Leaders 
 

 

You want to be a trained Cub Scout leader, but something gets in the way every time. Or maybe you just 

are a people-person and have trouble watching the Cub Scout Leader Specific training by yourself that is 

available on-line through your my.scouting training portal. The solution is here in a Live-Remote 

training opportunity called BLAST. Beginning Leader Accelerated Success Training (BLAST) gives you a 

new way to become trained for your Cub Scout position. This training is conducted over two-90 minute 

sessions and covers everything you need to know such as how the Cub Scout program works, what 

happens in a good committee meeting, where to find meeting plans, and what is a Den Doodle. 

Although taught remotely, this is taught by a real person ready to answer questions, demonstrate 

activities, and accelerate any Cub Scout leader to success. All you need is the ability to join a LifeSize 

conference call with video. You will learn:  

1. How the Scouting structure is set up and what various positions do.  

2. How to deliver den and pack meetings. 

3. How to help Scouts live the Oath and Law in their meeting behavior. 

4. Where to find resources to make Cub Scout leadership easier.  

5. Shortcuts, tips, tools, and best practices for Cub Scout leaders. 

The two-part class is scheduled over two consecutive Tuesdays, July 21 & 28th, from 7:00 – 8:30 pm. 

Sign-up for this training to get the log-in information, receive resources that include the agenda, 

information used in the class, and materials that will be SENT TO YOU for this hands-on, remote training 

experience.  

Attend both sessions to become fully trained. Register by Friday, July 10th to get the special hands-on 

materials sent in advance of the class.  Registrations after that may not receive the mailed materials but 

will receive electronic resources.  

 

 

 


